
WOMAN in JEANS
a Jack Capp adventure
with commentary by Rippley Weaver

“Nobody noticed the woman in jeans. The band was on fire, and the fire was hot. Naturally, primitively, the 
crowd of three was drawn to that hot fire. So nobody noticed the woman in jeans. They only noticed the fire. Hot, 
blazing fire - whoa ma ma. Drummer was smoking a cool one hundred smokes while skinning the finish off the ride. 
Bass man was stretching his fat thumbs as far away from his palms as he could while stretching and bending those 
big bass strings of his. Singer man was singing about love and sin and places he likes to think he’d like to be. Hot 
damn! The crowd was feeling it: closing eyes; swaying side to side; falling off their barstools; passing out cold on the 
cold concrete floor.

Feeling it. 
So nobody noticed the woman in jeans. Nobody. 
Except me. 
I took a nice little sip of my little drink. Then I put it down on my nice little round cocktail table. I followed the 

woman in jeans. She walked out of the powder room. She walked to the phone. She walked to a table. She walked to 
the bar. She walked to the door. She walked to the booth. She walked to the powder room. She walked to a chair. 
She walked to a tree. She walked near the stage. She walked to the phone. She walked to the juke. She walked on 
the bar. She walked past Lew. She walked to the middle of the room. She picked something up. She walked straight, 
then turned left. She walked a block. She walked a mile. She walked towards me. Then she walked away from me.

Then she walked away.

Yep. The woman in jeans had walked around the world, if one considers the world to be this bar, Lew’s bar, 
the Red Canard. And a lot of folks who came here considered it to be.

Folks like ‘Nose’ Omar. He always liked a good time. The way he defined a good time? Sitting alone on a 
barstool in the Red Canard drinking tomato juice every night for fifty-seven years straight. Correction. Fifty-six years 
straight. It’ll be Omar and Canard’s fifty-seven year anniversary in a couple of weeks. Henry Hank and the Station-
Meisters will be performing the night of the anniversary. Three dollar cover charge. Bring a smile and some cash for 
juice.

Then there was Handy ‘Dougie’ Dandy, a real regular at Lew’s institute of booze. Handy could always be 
heard sawing wood under the flip-up. He’d never been awake once. Some people are born with a silver spoon, and 
some people are born yesterday. I figured ‘Dougie’ was born asleep.

Then there was Pullman Spooner, another real regular. As regular as they come. So regular that I ain’t got 
much to say about him.

Yep. A lot of folks sure thought the world of the Red Canard, all three of them. That’s because Lew would 
slug you if you thought otherwise. Yes, Lew, we love it here - we love your hole in the wall. We love every word out of 
your hole for a head. Yes, Lew, and please, another round of tomato juice while you’re at it. Please and thanks, Lew. 
Yes. 

Sure, I’ve seen Lew go off. Like this one time, he turns to three of us, the only three of us in the whole damn 
bar - other than ‘Dougie’ who was, of course, asleep - and asks us ‘Want to see something interesting?’ as his eyes 
opened wide like two gaping Siberian holes.

Word of advice - when Lew wants to show you interesting, you best run for cover. 
For instance: one time Lew took his Big Poppy Smogger out from between his calloused lips and stuck that 

Smogger right through Rippley’s hum. That was it for Rippley. Rippley don’t come around much no more. Go figure. 
The point is, the Red Canard is not the sort of place you want to see something ‘interesting.’ 

There was nothing ‘interesting’ about the woman in jeans. There was nothing ‘interesting’ about how nobody 
noticed the woman in jeans. There was nothing ‘interesting’ about me following, with my eyes, the woman in jeans.

That’s ‘cause I am Hank Longways, snoop for hire. And that’s what I do. I snoop. And I follow. So I followed 
my intuition and followed the woman in jeans. I thought following her would lead me to a case. I thought she’d lead 
me to something ‘interesting.’

I was wrong. Dead wrong. 
There was nothing ‘interesting’ about the woman in jeans.



Case closed.
I was bored. 
I couldn’t sniff out a mystery to save my life. I could only sniff ‘Nose’ and his unsavory aroma. 
I wanted a mystery. I wanted to prove myself. Sometimes, I wanted to prove myself so bad, that it hurt, like 

some vibrating smoking shocker skeleton game on the boardwalk. 
It hurt like a plank of wood. 
It hurt like a bag full of Smoggers.
I hurt like a duck soaked in diesel, with molten metal poured down my beak.
Yep. I wanted to prove myself. So I sat at the Canard, night after night, sniffing here, sniffing there, sniffing 

for mystery. 
No dice.
I had to use the bathroom. 

I unzipped and let it drop. It flowed. I looked up and saw the vandal poetry markings, Knife digs in the stall, 
knife digs on the tile. The markings and the command of language could only belong to one man. Rippley. Go figure:

‘listen Up PLANET EARTH:

The most violent element is…
              The most volatile element is…

The most vitriolic element is…
The most visceral element is…
The most vital element is…
The most virile element is…

element is…
element is…

(I give the above to
my love 
to my love
 my 

Earth Angel
the blossom of PLANET EARTH)’

Someone had struck through ‘blossom’ and written ‘bitch’ above it with a sharpie.
Oh shit. I was so busy reading about elements that I’d pissed on my pants. Sheesh, it’d been awhile since 

I’d done that. Hmmm. What am I going to do, I suppose. Oh dear. What a mess. I hope Lew doesn’t find out. I’ll just 
have to hold my Fedora over my…”

 
Christ. If only WOMAN in JEANS had ended there, it would have been forgettable. Instead, Mr. Capp, a 

gentleman but a lousy writer, went on to fill another thousand pages with his brand of alcoholic observations and 
convoluted ramblings, without ever landing upon an actual mystery or plot. The book’s sole unifying thread is Capp’s 
absolute psychotic fixation on the woman in jeans. His lead character, the slipshod detective Hank Longways, after 
exiting the bathroom and resuming his seat at his “little round cocktail table,” does nothing but sit and wait and hope 
to catch another glance at the woman in jeans. The book disintegrates into a dull inner dialogue, a warped web of 
thoughts, reaching far beyond obsession, taking place inside of Hank Longways’ thick and unstable skull. His 
thoughts run wild, like a tone-deaf choir of anarchists singing “Carol of the Bells,” like the purple prose of Joyce, like 
the tornado in Twister, like this sentence. Eventually, the mystery novel descends into some hideous four hundred 



page rant which might be described as “sound poetry” or some similar rubbish. The rant gets a rating of zero in the 
entertainment department. How this piece of trash ever got published is the REAL mystery. I can only gather that the 
publishing house (for more on the publishing house, see Martha from our August Issue -ed) thought they’d be able to 
slide this landfill of words by the bestsellers by simply riding off the coattails of Jack Capp’s early successes, The Big 
Day and The Big Day. 

But enough of me bitch slapping Capp. See for yourself, an excerpt from Jack’s flop:

“Nobody thought twice about the woman in jeans.
delivering the 

jack to the
jack club gut
%8 tin foot 
in the spit 
 out tom go 

in the dipper then
  cattle are calm
and paints
the monkey 
lifestyle

 in the monkey
clubbers under
creole onion skin  
 prepares

looking ahead to the wake”

Here’s another pu-pu platter of fried word manglings. This bit is from page 456. After reading the excerpt, you’ll know 
to skip that page. Or, better yet, to skip the whole blasted book:

http://andsomeofhissonswerehorses.com/aug2014martha.html
http://andsomeofhissonswerehorses.com/nov2013bigday.html
http://andsomeofhissonswerehorses.com/nov2013bigday.html
http://andsomeofhissonswerehorses.com/feb2014bigday.html


“Nobody thought much of the woman in jeans that year the
nevi lean the
protocol in the
barrens is a
woman horn with red apache by the barrowload

picker’s toe tipping a sexual on a tree overboard
    a moan about slake
    &  I had to hide my wallet 
    now

never lean on her
levi law and ritual code
had to hide the meat
in private browsing
through five paper sheets
a grease light like no other grease light
like no other five generations in a row
a time unlike a time, another time

where they hang all sorts, you know
& edit animal cage in software  
scrolling screen
execution

in that year - you know - 
1215.”

And how about this crummy Capp crapshoot of daft and daffy phrasing:

“Nobody know the woman in jeans but me Nobody
knows Nobody not “Lew, Nose” Omar or nobody Nobody knows 
but vul thrust
re volver
thrttle truss
custard
fuss



vamoose
mock 
turk
in turbo moo de n’ iodine
a 
stick 
for 
the

mock
muffin 

purpose to bank I launder hers is sweet fetish
the drawers at night 
lining up sweat
& sawdust”

From page 671:

“Cannonsburg
fanny first at lister zel 
where the woman in jeans mettered Dr. Dongle
where Dr. Dongle himself jolted Old Sparky
outta his seat
putta onna his hat 
 his Fedora
 over zipper
 overflow
 in 1902 with the White One
 then 
 again

 in 1903 when the white went tan
 when the tan went to tumble with 
 feral Fedoras in the streets
blowing,    like,     by the wind,   man
like wolves in Bullsdale
Dr. Dongle 



  old jolter
  utilly
  
                  and his companion
 Tully Sals the jingler 
 the fine tune
the hat
that could do no damage
with straps undone
whine b arkers fl y ing
buds in mist
cooling jets

the answer will be processed later, where memory and sentiment deceive interpretation.”

Okay. You get the drift. Here’s one more for bad measure:

“Nobody noticed the woman in jeans
 the woe in furrow
 strain
 centered in self
 in furrow
 in frown
 the womb in ferno
 labcoats huddled around
 those types
 pencils
 scalpels
 by the tens
 the choices
 red herrings and oxygen tanks ( for balloon animals).”



So sue me; I lied. Just one more. I promise:

“I notice the woman in jeans. I notice that, right there and then, her denim-caged legs, and that
from leg to leg
   I stalk
from foot to foot
   she walks
 
 & off the rada a melo caramel 
 & joke-offs with 
Happy Henry the
shopkeeper my shopkeeper
my brother in arms
      fair shake 
finally a snuffer 
oh bother…Happy Henry’s blown
another bubble
chased away the Japanese
sunk another joke-off

trapped bundles of electrical cords through carpet and rooms
so dirty an escape is in order 
and accordance 
with the venue at this time and venture
for rendered 
bits o’ gums 

oh Happy Henry
the animated mammal 
shaking his teeth at the crowd of three
asking for color
and
       at the same time
his 
shooter
knowing in 
his heart that
it would be bad form to
leave the table at this time
then
missed the call and missng
Happy Henry’s las  t words
that were best as I could
were as follows



shortcut
to Dayliner’s road to Delia
where the family name is on a roll

where a stiffy meets the meter and feeds
coin after coin on star
damage to ornamen t”

I, of course, went on to marry my Earth Angel, my moist honeydew, my succulent honey pot, my pearly clam. And I 
never lost sight of romance. I scrawled love letter to her in stalls across America. I loved her so dearly, and wanted to 
share that love, my feelings for my sweet and savory meat pie, that I spent most of my time in those stalls, scrawling 
my lovely poems. I spent so much time in those stalls that, to my surprise, my love began to shift. I began to think not 
of my Earth Angel, but of those stalls. And before I knew it, it was those stalls I loved most. Those stalls of America 
- Whitman’s America - where one may linger in love. Where one may hear love’s trumpet call. Where sheets of ass 
float like leaves of grass upon the liquid surface of a siphoning ceramic bowl, whose waterways softly suck away the 
liquid, only to fill the bowl back up with new liquid, new chances. Where flushes bring royal fortune; where each 1 of 
its 2000 Flushes seems to say to me, and to me alone, “I am love and I am free.”


